The use of genetic algorithms for solving aerospace control system design and optimization problems is investigated. A modified genetic algorithm based on floating point representation of the chromosome and appropriate genetic operators is developed and used to design controller gains for an autonomous airvehicle. The controller design problem is formulated along a classical pattern with requirements expressed both in time and frequency domain. Performance of the controlled system is compared with results obtained using a classical design procedure and with results obtained with a standard genetic algorithm using binary representation. Improvements of the algorithm performance are obtained using elitist selection strategy and selective weights in the evaluation function. Genetic algorithms show the potential of promising techniques for solving complex aerospace control system design problems.
Introduction
The evolution of species and individual selection based on Darwin's "survival of the fittest" principle are the origin of parameter iterative search techniques known as genetic algorithms (GAs). Potential solutions to the problem at hand are viewed as individuals in a population striving for survival. The degree to which solutions meet some predefined performance requirements is evaluated and used to select "surviving" individuals that will "reproduce" and generate a new population. The selection scheme is biased towards high performance solutions. A sequence of transformations inspired from genetic mutation and crossover will alter some of the individuals thus introducing new solutions into the search scheme. The cycle is repeated and provided the algorithm structure and parameters are correctly set up, there is a good probability that after a reasonable number of iterations a Copyright © 1997 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. All rights reserved. * Senior researcher global optimal solution is obtained 1, 2 . To achieve this goal a proper balance between two contradictory elements is necessary: exploitation of the already acquired information about performant solutions and exploration of the entire solution space.
Although a strong theoretical background is still to be built up, experimental results were very encouraging. Optimization became a major field of GAs applicability. As compared to the widely used gradient methods and enumerative schemes GAs are global and robust over a broad spectrum of problems 1, 2 . The use of genetic algorithms as powerful tools for solving aerospace-related control system optimization problems was explored in literature 3, 4, 5 . Although more efforts were found to be necessary, GAs show the potential of promising techniques, especially for solving highly complex nonlinear problems.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the use of GAs for airvehicle control system design. The case of an autonomous helicopter model is considered. The design of the gains for the longitudinal channel is formulated and solved as a complex, constrained, nonlinear, multiple objective problem. A classical design pattern is considered with requirements expressed both in frequency and time domain 6 . A standard GA using binary genetic representation (BR) has been successfully implemented to solve this problem 7 . The same general algorithm set up is assumed in this paper but floating point (FP) representation and appropriate genetic operators are defined and used. Effects of elitist strategy and selective weights in the evaluation function are analyzed. Performance of the controlled system is compared with results obtained using a classical design procedure 6 and with results obtained with the standard GA 7 . GAs show the potential of promising, alternative techniques for solving aerospace control system design problems.
Helicopter Model
The vehicle to be controlled is a 30 lb. two bladed XCELL helicopter model. The mathematical model was linearized 8 about hover and decoupled 6 . Note that although the aircraft mathematical model itself is linear, controls saturation is included and a variable transformation matrix is used when computing time response that add nonlinearities to the overall controlled system. Only the longitudinal channel is considered for the purpose of this study therefore a system of five linear differential equations is obtained:
where the state variables x are: longitudinal and vertical components of the velocity vector expressed in body axes (u and w), pitch angular rate (q), pitch attitude angle ( θ ), longitudinal flapping angle of the aerodynamic stabilizer bar ( β c ). The command u is the longitudinal cyclic ( B 1 ).
Controller Architecture
The longitudinal channel of the controller has an inner loop structure formed by pitch angular rate and pitch attitude feedback and an outer loop structure formed by longitudinal velocity and longitudinal position feedback. A low frequency first order approximation of the inverse of the vehicle longitudinal acceleration to pitch attitude transfer function is used as a compensator in the outer loop. This compensator plays the role of converting acceleration commands into pitch attitude commands. The controlled system has one input (longitudinal position command) and one output (actual longitudinal position). The block diagram 6 is presented in Figure 1 .
Design Requirements and Constraints
Due to the nature and goals of the mission that the autonomous air vehicle has to accomplish, a number of required objectives where established, expressed both in time and frequency domain. It is beyond the purpose of this paper to discuss the rationale behind this particular formulation but it should be noted that this pattern is frequently encountered in aerospace controls design. The requirements and constraints to be met are as follows: 1. negative real part of the controlled system matrix eigenvalues -ensures stability of the controlled system; 2. overshoot less than 12 % -for good obstacle avoidance characteristics; 3. reduced settling time -for quick response and reduced oscillation; 4. reduced time constant -for quick response; 5. smooth position response in the initial transient domain, no zero or negative velocity regions; 6. limited maximum peak in the position response to wind gust -for good wind disturbance rejection; 7. reduced settling time in the position response to wind gust -for good wind disturbance rejection; 8. gain margin at the plant input larger than 6 dBensures robustness with respect to actuator uncertainties; 9. phase margin at the plant input larger than 30 degrees -ensures robustness with respect to actuator uncertainties; 10. gain margin at the plant output larger than 6 dBfor robustness with respect to sensor uncertainties; 11. phase margin at the plant output larger than 30 degrees -for robustness with respect to sensor uncertainties; 12. bandwidth of the inner loop around 2.5 rad/sensures adequate attitude tracking performance.
Genetic Algorithm
GAs are iterative techniques that start with an initial set (initial population) of potential solutions (individuals). To each individual a genetic representation is assigned (chromosome). This means that every set of parameters that represents a solution is coded in such a way that a tractable form results that would allow for the genetic operators to be easily applied. During each iteration i, each solution is evaluated to give some measure of its "fitness". The fittest individuals are selected to reproduce, that is to form the new generation (the population of the next iteration). At this point individuals are altered by means of genetic operators to introduce new solutions into the search scheme. Iterations are repeated a prescribed number of times or until some convergence criterion is met. Algorithm characteristics such as genetic representation, selection technique, genetic operators and algorithm parameters, such as population size, operators rates determine if and how fast the procedure converges as well as if the extremum reached is a local or a global one.
Genetic Representation
A floating point representation is used. The real values of the four gains k i ( i q dx px = , , , θ ) that must be determined are coded as a floating point vector (chromosome) with four components in the range [0 , 1] . This interval maps the range of the gains k k k
that must be specified (see Table 1 ).
This formulation is not mandatory and the actual values k i could be used in the chromosome but is was found out that the implementation of the mutation operator is easier this way and, as compared to the binary representation, it requires fewer computations for conversions anyway. Limitation of gain range is necessary for binary representation but not for floating point representation. 
Initial Population
Initial population has 50 individuals. Population size is constant through the process. Although GAs require an initial solution (initial population) they do not depend on it. Therefore four random uniformly distributed numbers over the interval [0, 1] are generated to form a chromosome (individual) that describes the solution to the problem (a set of controller gains).
Evaluation Function
The parameters associated with the 12 design requirements listed above are computed for each individual and a performance measure is assigned to each of them but the first. The set of 11 performance measures form the performance vector PV. If the controlled system is unstable (requirement number 1 not satisfied) then the computation of all the other parameters is no longer necessary and each of the 11 performance measures is set to -0.5. If the controlled system is stable then each performance measure will take a value in the range [0, 1] according to the schemes in Figure 2 and depending on the specific requirement. Scheme in Figure 2a applies to requirements 2-7, scheme in Figure 2b applies to requirements 8-11 and scheme in Figure 2c applies to requirement 12. The values a, b, c for each parameter are specified in Table  2 . In the domain [a, b] for parameters 2-11 and [v-b, va] [v+a, v+b] for parameter 12, the performance measure curves are third order polynomials. If any of the performance measures exceeds limit c (v ± c for #12) then the acceptance index l is set to zero and the configuration is penalized by a factor l d . This procedure is supposed to capture to some extent the multiple objective character of the problem. The performance vector PV is multiplied by the weighting vector W. The evaluation function EF has the expression:
The linear scaling of the evaluation function has the purpose to keep the performance measure positive for all solutions and to avoid that unstable configurations are completely eliminated when using the selection process. Positive performance measure is necessary to simplify implementation of the selection procedure. Giving a chance to survival to poor individuals is desirable because it is possible that they contain useful genetic information allowing a better search of the entire space. "Bad" parents may have "good" children. Requirement #1 (stability of the controlled system) obviously plays a major role and is treated accordingly. As far as the other 11 design objectives are concerned, it has been assumed that they are all equally important, therefore the weighting vector W has all components equal to 1/11 in the base version. However, the algorithm with equal weights is likely to converge to local optimum that does not meet requirement 9 (acceptable phase margin at the plant input). This is due to the fact that there are large, easy reachable regions of the solution space where all the requirements are met but number 9. Regions where this requirement is also met are narrow. To avoid this problem the corresponding weight has been increased 5 times. In this case the purpose of selective weights is not to emphasize unequal importance of different performance elements but to direct the search towards narrow regions of the solution space.
Selection
A roulette wheel selection technique is used 1 The best individuals get more copies in the new generation and the worst are eliminated. However, due to the probabilistic nature of the process, many times the best individual vanishes, especially in an algorithm set up that allows for high variability. Elitist selection strategy will ensure that the best individual survives unaltered into the next generation. This procedure reduces variability and enhances exploitation of useful, already acquired genetic information. It is useful for parameter fine-tuning. When the elitist strategy is applied, we check whether the best individual made it through the above selection process or not. If it did not, then we simply replace an arbitrary individual with the best one and proceed to apply genetic operators and generate the new population. A second check is necessary to see if an unaltered copy of the best individual is still present in the new population after genetic alteration operators are applied. If it is not, then again an arbitrary individual is simply replaced with the best one. To reduce computational time the two checks mentioned above are skipped in the present implementation and the best individual replaces an arbitrary one at the above two moments in the algorithm. This will enhance the chances of the best individual to reproduce and will ensure that at least one unaltered copy of it survives into the next generation.
Genetic Alteration Operators
Once a new population is selected crossover and mutation are applied randomly. Single point crossover and uniform mutation have been used in this study.
The single point crossover operation consists of splitting two chromosomes in two parts at the same randomly determined crossover point and then building up two new chromosomes by combining the first part of one chromosome with the second part of the other one. The probability that an individual undergoes crossover is the crossover rate. In the binary representation the splitting point will likely fall inside the substring that represents a gain, therefore new values for the gains occur after the operator is applied. This does not happen with the floating point representation, hence less variability is present in the process.
Classical binary mutation alters a gene, a bit in the binary string, with a probability equal to the mutation rate m bin . Uniform operator keeps the mutation rate constant for all bits throughout the entire iterative process. Let the number of bits that would represent a gain be n bit . For the floating point representation a specific mutation operator needs to be defined. In this case a gene is a component of the floating point vector, i.e. a controller gain. The mutation rate m float is the probability that a controller gain is altered. If we want that a controller gain be altered with the same probability in both representations (for comparison purposes) then: m m float bin n bit
The binary mutation operator itself consists of switching 0 to 1 or vice versa. A possible mutation operator for the floating point representation could simply have as result a random value in the domain [ , ] k k i i 1 2 . As compared to the binary operator this would introduce more variability. In order to maintain, in both representations, the same probability that the mutated gain k m lies within certain limits we will proceed as follows. Let 
It will be assumed that the mutated gain has only one different bit (this occurs in 88% of the cases). Then: 
Let the mutated gain be in the floating point representation:
A uniformly distributed random number r 1 in the range [0 , 1] is generated. Determine l such that:
The domain of ∆k FP is then:
[ , ]
[ , ] 
A second uniformly distributed random number r 2 in the range [0, 1] is generated. The variation of the gain as a result of the mutation is:
The sign in (9) is chosen such that k k k m ∈[ , ] 1 2 . If this happens both for + and -then the sign is chosen randomly.
The crossover rate and the mutation rate that have been used are 0.50 and 0.24 respectively. The later value corresponds to a bit mutation probability m bin = 0 03 .
Results
The four gains of the controller presented in Figure 1 were determined to meet 12 design requirements and constraints expressed in frequency and time domain. A modified GA based on floating point representation in the general set up described above has been used. Four versions of the genetic algorithm have been tested. They are the same as those previously investigated with the binary representation 7 : -GA1 equal components of the weighting vector and non-elitist selection strategy; -GA2-selective components of the weighting vector (component corresponding to requirement 9 five times larger than the others) and non-elitist selection strategy; -GA3 equal components of the weighting vector and elitist selection strategy; -GA4 selective components of the weighting vector and elitist selection strategy. For each version, five runs of hundred generations each have been performed and the averages over these runs of the best individual evaluation function and generation average have been computed. Plots of these functions against generation number are presented in Figures 3, 4 , 5, 6. The evaluation functions of the cases were selective weights are used (GA2 and GA4) have been recomputed on an equal weights basis in order to make comparison consistent. These recomputed values are used in the following discussion. The variation of the best individual evaluation function with generation number for the four cases is presented in Figure 7 .
To evaluate algorithm performance of the four versions, three indeces are defined. The values of these indeces are listed in Table 3 for the four algorithm versions tested. Values of the indices obtained in the case of binary representation 7 are also included.
The same general trends that have been observed in the binary representation case 7 are present in the floating point representation as well. The algorithm with equal weights is prone to converge to local maximum that does not satisfy requirement #9 (acceptable robustness with respect to actuator uncertainties). Increasing the appropriate weight in the evaluation function five times solves this problem by preferentially directing the search towards these narrow regions of the solution space. Out of 10 runs with equal weights (GA1 and GA3) only 7 would yield best individuals that satisfy requirement 9 as compared to 10 out of 10 runs (GA2 and GA4) with selective weights. All three indeces show improvement in algorithm performance obtained by using selective weights (compare values in Table 3 for GA1 with those for GA2 and values for GA3 with those for GA4). Further improvements of algorithm performance can be obtained by applying elitist selection strategy. This is obvious when elitist selection strategy is combined with selective weights (GA4). Convergence occurs faster and higher values of the evaluation function are obtained (see Figure 7 and compare values in Table 3 for GA1 with those for GA3 and values for GA2 with those for GA4). The overall best solution is obtained in this later case (GA4) thus the best set of gains obtained with the modified GA is: 
and the evaluation function has the value: 0.88. Although no rigorous optimization was intended 7 we show in Figure 8 , for comparison, the step input time response of the controlled system using gains sets (14), (15) and (16). Note that optimal solutions obtained with the two GAs are practically identical.
Conclusions
A modified genetic algorithm based on floating point representation was used to design the gains for the controller of an autonomous helicopter model that would best satisfy a collection of design requirements and constraints. The design requirements were formulated both in frequency and time domain following an often used pattern in aerospace control system design.
Genetic algorithm technique is a viable alternative to classical methods of design and parameter optimization. It can be successfully used to solve complex aerospace control system problems.
Selective weights in the evaluation function improve the search in cases when local extrema of the global performance index are associated on large domains with poor values of a particular performance subindex (element of the performance vector PV).
Elitist selection strategy improves convergence and allows for parameter fine-tuning.
Modified genetic algorithm using floating point genetic representation converges faster and takes less computational time than classical binary GA. 
